OUR MISSION

The mission of the University of Miami Linda Ray Intervention Center is to support and facilitate positive developmental outcomes with high-quality services, thereby improving young children's school readiness, and future student achievement.

SUPPORTING SPEECH DEVELOPMENT WITH SIGNS

Did you know infants can communicate long before they can speak? American Sign Language (ASL) is a language expressed by movements of the hands and face used by those that are deaf and hard of hearing, but also those with normal hearing. Using sign language is beneficial not only to infants but also children that may have developmental delays, speech impairments, and those with no conditions as well.

Imitation of hand gestures like waving hi and bye, pointing, and stretching out arms to be picked up are early gestures that help an infant socialize, take turns and make their wants and needs known to their caregivers. Using sign language has shown advantages in increasing communication and vocabulary, and reducing temper tantrums.

Signing improves language comprehension, increases social skills, and contributes to the bond between parent/caregiver and child. Try using these signs at home consistently. Combine the gesture with saying the word out loud and it won’t be long before your baby is communicating more and more each day!
ASL SIGNS FOR HOME
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Hurt
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Book

All Done

Food/Eat
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